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HERE AND THERE ...

The library of the NSW Guild has an impressive collection of
magazines andj oumals from bookbinding organisations oveneas.

If their content reflects the state of the craft around the world,
then I'm convinced it is in a very healthy state indeed. The
journals are all well written and very well presented. I notice
also, that many ofthe guilds receive grants from craft councils
and government ministries, which must help enormously with
production costs. Most guilds produce a newsletter at regular
intervals and a journal once a year which contains technical
articles, news of exhibitions, and frequently, coloured
illustrations. ln many cases thebookbinding guilds are associated

with papermakers, marblers and calligraphers which would give
them wide coverage.

The CBBAG (Canadian Bookbinders and Book Artists Guild)
is based in Toronto and has a membership of about 400, mostly
in Ontario. Its magazine is A5 size on attractive glgem paper, is

usually about 26 pages with a cover illustration and good

diagrams with the technical articles. The Guild's Publications

Committee is responsible for four newsletters a year, a memb€rship

list and forms, advertisements for exhibitions md production of
catalogues. The Gurld bas a permanent oflice and computers to
produce itsmagazineandits Public Relations Committeeis currently
preparing a briefhistory ofits fust t€n years. A nurnber oftavelling
exhibitions, hkeThe Art ofthe Bak- l993bavekn organised, no

doubt the Canadians have the same problems we have in reaching

binders on the other side of the country. The Guild has larmched its

first permanent exhibition curated by Margaret Loclg previously

resident in Brisbane, atrd its magazitre advertises the usual meetings,

speakers, workshopa and demonstrations, and involve,ment in local

craft shows.

Also from Canad4 comes the journal ofARQ (Associalion des

Reliears du Quebec), which has been exchanging publications

with the NSW Guild for some years. The January 1 99 3 newsletter
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offers courses in traditional bookbinding, Japanese binding, box

making and book restoration. It also advertises courses which
take place in the United States, not too far to go ifyon happen to

live in Quebec. I noticed an advertisement for an enterprising

travel agent offering discount faresto participants! Volume 10,

No.2 of Le Jourral contains an impressive colour catalogue of
the 52 bindings in the contemporary binding exhibition Ia
Reliure dans la Ville,organisedto celeb,ratethe 350th annivcrsary
of the founding of Montreal.

Across the Atlantic in England is lhe Institute of Puper
Conservation which publishes a quarterly jowal, Paper
Conservation News. A recent article by Simon Green told of a
visit to the paper makers of Japan where he saw a magnrficent
paper museum at Kochi, "probably the most beautiful rn the

world". Something to note should you be in the region! Vol'rme
16, 1992 of the joumal was devoted entirely to articles on

parchment and vellum.

From Belgium c omes De Boeltbirder which has a similar fomlat to

Morocco Boundbut is written in Flemish- a srnall challenge! With
suflicient diagrams it is possible to sfirggle along and ofien the text

is in both English and Flemisb, as with the IPC Code of Ettucs

publishedwith an article on consenzation. With thatparticular article

was a collection ofvery good photos ofa laboratory for restoration

work.

A note at the end ... The Patron Saint ofBookbinders, St Pcter

Celestine, has his Saint's Day on May l9th, so be prepared to

celebrate in a suitable fashion. Peter was a holy and unworldly
abbot who bec.me Pope Celestine V, the only pope in history to

voluntarily abdicate at the age ofover 80! His reign was a disaster

because ofhis simplicity, ignorance ofcanon law and his desire to

pleaseall! Withthat recor4 asreportditMoocco Bound of lwruary

19M, the least we cotrld do is say a prayer fsl him!

An exhibition of books bound by members of the NSW Guild at the Fisher Library, University of Sydney

Typesetting by J R Newland Enterprises Deslctop Publishing. Printed by Drummoyne Printing.
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SETTING THE HTNGES OF THE FLAPS
l. Using lmm (or l,000ums) board, cut a piece to the
exact size of the item for use as a template.
2. Place item on the template, wrap the inner flaps (short)
around to establish the hinge depth and fold.
3. Add the outer (long) flap and establish the hinge depth
and bone out the hinges.
4. Using dividers, mark out equal hinge depths - 35 to
40mm - to be attached to the cover. Mitre the corners of
the overlapping cloth where the three flaps will meet when
attached to the cover, pierce through the cloth to the board
and cut the mitres.
5. Slightly taper the edges ofthe inner flaps, which will be
adjacent to the spine of the document folder. Sand the
bottom edges ofthe three flaps to reduce bulk when they
are pasted on to the cover. See Diagram 5.

I.R N.

t_
35 - 40mmr Diagran 5

MAKING THE COVER
l. Using Archavite board - approx 1.-8mm (or l,800ums)
- cut two boards oversize. Place the item on one of the
boards, measure lmm out from item on the designated
spine side and allow a sqwfe as desired on the other three
sides. Accurately cut the two boards for the covers.
2. Cut cloth to cover the boards plus an allowance for the
spine, that is, depth of item plus depth of flaps. Allow for
turn-ins. Wrap cloth around the cover boards containing
the template board, the item and the flaps in position,
ensuring that the long flap is to the foredge. Knock up and
check measurements.
3. Paste out cloth (PVA), square up edge offront cover on
the pasted cloth and wmp the cloth around the block and
contents. It is advisable to wrap some release paper around
the spine area ofthe contents ofthe folder to avoid contact
with the adhesive.
4. Trim the foredge for the back cover as necessary.

Designer Bookbinders will be holding their first
rnternational conference for ten years at Christ Church,
Oxford from 31 August to 3 September 1994. This
conference will provide a forum for discussion and display
for crafts people, teachers, technicians and students on the

latest developments in fine binding. Speakers will include
Fellows of Designer Bookbinders and intemationally
acknowledged experts with workshops covering many

aspects ofdesign, structure and decoration ofthe book, and

cmservatioq preservatrcn md restoratiur developments. A
nade fair will be mounted in association with the conference.
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5. Remove the contents, wipe cleanat the spine, mitre the
cloth comers and cover boards as for case binding, trimming
the turn-ins evenly.
6. Wrap flaps around the item and template and place onto
the back cover. Mark the position. Lightly sand the
surfaces ofthe flaps to accept the adhesive.
7. Paste the flaps to the cover, taking care to line up the
mitred corners and inside edges. Pasting order of flaps to
the cover - first short flap, the long flap, the second short
flap. See Diagram 6.
8. Leave to tack stage then nip in press in sections.

Diagram 6.

MAKING THE HINGE LINING
l. Measure and cut out apiece of cloth for the hinge lining.
Width to be the turn-in width of the front cover, plus the
spine width, plus width of the adjacent flap hinge. Mitre
the corners to match.
Length to line up with the short flap hinge at the top and
bottom of the spine, that is, the square.
2. Paste out, apply adhesive and rub well into the spine.

LINING OF THE FRONT COVER
1. Cut out lining paper for the inside front cover. Apply
fill-ins if desired. Apply lining paper keeping the margins
even.
2. Leave the template and item within the flaps, close
cover and leave to dry between boards under a weight.

Roberta Johnstone and
John Newland, Sydney.

T\e NSW Guikl of Craft Bookbindershasreceived a First
Announcement which gives details of the workshops,
tours and social events to be held and al early registration
form for those lucky enough to be able to contetnplate

attending. The residential fee for a non-member is f485
and non-residential [3 70. Delegates will be accommodated

in Christ Church and other colleges. There is a discounted
rate for those who pay in full by 1 June 1993.

Enquiries please to Joln Newland - Telephone (02) 810 497 4 .

NEW HORIZONS
DESIGNER BOOKBINDERS CONFERENCE . 1994

Front cover board
(opened out)

ready for recejpt of
cloth hinge and

internal lining material

placed onto
rear cover
board
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lsonvtric Sketch rl the Duament Rilder
t,ith the end and inside /lup,s opened out.

MAKING THE INSIDE FLAPS
l. Chmse the item to be boxedand cut apiece of light card

(manilla, binders brown, university card) to the exact size ofthe
item.
2. Fold card in half on the long side, tbat is, fold the head side

to tk tail side (with reqpect to the doctunent's dimensions).

3 . Mark card 3mm from the fold parallel to the direction ofthe
fold,thenmark lOmm fromeachendofthefoldard l5 to 20mm
from each of the outer ends away frcm the fold as shown in
Diagran I to give a taper on each ofthe tq and bottom sides.

---l f- l0mm Fotd
lOmm -.1

t-.-.-- .,1,,n*

Insidetlaps

, RN.

Diugruml l.
4. Crr orrthetapered sides andalongthe 3mmmarkalmg tlrc

fold. This gives the two irside fl4s of the docunent folder.

MAKTNG THE END FLAP
l. Crtmofterpieceoflightcard I to 2mmlongerthanthehead
to tail dimensicn of the document and Trrds its widtt.
2. Crfr out 15 to 20mm angles on two of tlr corners as shown
in Diagram 2.

I
l

t5 - 20mm -l'
/'t t

Cut lines for the
angled corners

EndJlap
J.RN.

Dagram 2
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MAKING A DOCUMENT FOLDER
NOTES FROM A DEMONSTRATION WORKSHOP BY WAYNE STOCK

COVERING THE FLAPS
l. Cut out cloth to cover each of the three flaps leaving tum-
ins all round for three ofthe sides and leaving a surplus of50 to
75mm on tlrc long side of each flap. Nde the grain or pattem

of the covering material so that when the document folder is

closed, the grain or pattem will be in the same direction.
2. Sand each side ofeach card to give better adhesion and glue

out with PVA. Place each card m to the covering material
taking care to note the long sides where the 50 to 75mm surplus

is requred to be placed. These become the flap hinges of the

document folder. See Diagram 3.

i1'

--- Clotfi <overing marerial

Diugrum 3.

3. Crease edges with a folder and nip in press. Mark out
the lOmm turn-ins and fold in on the three sides of each
flap, cutting and folding in for the outer corners in the usual

manner but cutting or slitting the cloth at the hinge at a
slight taper. Nip in press.

LINING THE FLAPS
l. Using the flaps, mark out size of the lining paper by
running a pencil round the covered flaps. Note the grain,

so that the laid lines or pattern of the lining paper will be

in the same dire ction when the folder i s open. C ut the lining
from the pattem but reduce the size onthe three sides so that
the limng margin will be approx % the widh of the tum-ins.

2. For the long outer flap, make a slight taper above the

hinge (that is, where the cloth and card meet) and carry the

lining paper to the edge of the cloth. See Diagram 4. Nip
in press and bone the first hinge over.

Shallow cuts made 2mm
before the hinge

_1
l5 - 20mm

4,/.?ro.L4/?

_ _lg"- - -
Lining Paper

RN.

- -Ite:- - -
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NEW NORCIA REVISITED

The article on restoration work done by the members of the l{A Craft Bookbinders Guild at the Monastery at New Norcia
(Morocco Bound Vol 14, No 1) aroused considerable interest among our readers. Perry de Rebeira has contributed a

further account, particularly of the June 1992 working party, with some fascinating details of the books treated.

Vol. 14, No.2

from the year ofthe author's death, or from the year ofthe
first publication. Copyright is a form of property which can

be willed, sold, gifted, etc. Once copynght has expired, it
cannot be revived. In addrtion to the provisions of the

Copynght Act, other obligations can also apply to the
handling of intellectual work and property, viz
Proprietary Rights and Moral Rights.

Proprietary Rights (previously, though erroneously, kxrown as

copynght) are exercisedby ownenofnuterial,mostly insiffiions
such as libraries, to whom the material was bequeathed,
dmated, or otherwise acquired. Institutiols usually demand a
payment for repoduction of material, the rates depending on
whether publicatio:s are commercial or non-profit.

The minor repairs that were caried out at the monastery
consisted mainly of re-glueing partly detached fragments
of leather andthin surface peeling of the leather, the result
ofyears ofstorage and shelflife. All ofthe books showed
signs of wear, most commonly abrasion of the leather on
the tail, which in many instances had been completely
wom away, exposing the boards and causing flakes of
leather to fall from the cover and the sqlures.

Few volumes appeared to have suffered the effects of
heavy use. One that did was the tlree volume set of Arts
and Sciences Dictionary. Published in 1768, it is one ofthe
few books we treated that was wriffen in English, which
might account for the heavy use it has received. The

damage seemed to indicate frequent handling with covers
broken at the hinge, end papers separated and creased, dog-
eared and finger-stained. Even the title made interesting
reading:-

The Complete Dictionary of Arts and Sciences, in
which the whole circle of human learning is
explained. And the DIFFICULTIES attending the
Acquisirion of EVERY ART, whether LIBERAL, or
MEC IAM CAL, are Remov ed, I N THE M O ST EASY
AND FAMILIAR MANNER.

The contents list contained such unfarniliar disciplines as

Catoptrics, Conics, Fluxions, Gauging, Gunnery, Rhetoric,
Series and Statics. The frontispiece was adomed with a
beautiful Waledelin end-plate elaborately bordered and

engraved by C. Gignion, depicting
Gmfus condrcting Tase n the Temple of

ARrs & SCIENCES.
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Moral Rights give attribution to the creator of a work,
permission for use of or alteration to a work with respect
to the terms ofbequest, the right to payment for the use of, and
preservation generally of gmdwill of owners and donors.

Information about the Copyright Act may be obtained from the
Copyright Council of Ausrali4 but for worried conffibutors to
Morocco Bound, there is an excellent booklet Coping with
Copyight ptr out by the State Library of New South Wales
available from the Lihary shop. Your basis for protection is the
question - /s r't oigiaal? - mdremember, acknowledgement of
source is always advisable.

"If it is worth quoting, it is worth getting permission."

Other fascinating books were:

Histoia Natural de los Animales in Spanish,
Breviarum Romano Monasticum - Pauli V et

Urbani VIII (also in Spanish),
A Breviary (book of daily prayers), used by

religious and lay people,

For all those fighting under the Rule of St Benedict,
especially for the use of the Spurish
Congregation of Valladolia.

An musual and badly battered bmk was one part of TOMUS
DECIMUS OPERUM DIVI AURELII AUGUSTINI - 1555,
the oldest book that I touched during the weekend and by
far the one most desperately in need of attention. The
wooden boards were worm-hole riddled and brittle, with
strips of suede binding hanging ftom the split and decayed
boards. The clasp was broken away and a repair patch of
wood was held in place with two steel tacks. The title page

and end-papers were detached and creased, with corners
breaking away from pages in large flakes. All thatwe could
do was to make a box in which to house this venerable work
until time can be allocated for a major recovery.

Other titles stood out, most ofthem beyond the scope ofmy
fading schoolboy Latin, while other books, magically, still
exude the sharp smell ofnew paper on opening, perhaps for
the first time in hundreds of years. Among the assortment

ofbookmarks, I found an engraving from an early work on
the mechanics of mining. This illustrates two techniques

for ventilating vertical mine shafts before the advent of
compressors or turbine impeller up-draft fans.
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COPYRIGHT AND MOROCCO BOUND

Roberta Johnstone and John Newland, members of the NSll Guild of Craft Bookbinders, recently attended a workshop
organised by the Royol Australian Hislorical Society held at History House, Sydney. Speakers werefrom the Copyright
Council of Australia, the State Library of New South Wales, and the Copyight Association Ltd. This article has been

compiledfrom the wealth of material given and is presentedfor the guidance of contibutors to Morocco Bound.
The authors are greatly indebted to the organisations concerned.

Vol. 14, No.2

3. The National Union Catalogue, Vol. 673, p.5 I 3, lists the
following entries among many for J.E. Wucester ....

"A rrniversal and critical dictionary ofthe English
Ianguage to which are added Walker's Key to the
pronunciation of classical and Scripture names,
much enl(arged) and improved; and a pronouncing
vocabulary of modern geographical names.

By Joseph E. Worcester, Boston, Wilkins Carter
and Co. pp.lxxv-956. 26cm".

It all fits. Except that this copy is 25cm and there are 76
prefatory pages. This copy seems to have been trimmed
during the earlier rebinding. The relatively unworn edges
of both the introductory material and the Pronunciation
Key look very clean. Further evidence of trimming can be
found in the dog ear at the top of p.825; lifted up, the fold
gives conclusive evidence of trimming unless the dog

The Copyright Law is contained in the Commonwedth
Copyight Act 1968 mdisthe exclusive legal protection of
an author's, artist's and publisher's intellectual work
producedby thatperson's own skill and labour. Apar:t from
protection, its purpose is to encourage creativity as well as

to reward effort.

Copyright applies to a number of works:
Literary worla - written material such as books,
articles, man r ^l s, fi ction and non-fi ction, catalogues,
journals, reports, poems, drama scripts, technical
texts.
Artistic works - paintings, drawings (including
te chn i cal, architectural and engrneering), sketches,
sculptures, photographs, maps.
Musical worla, sound recordings.
Oral histoies.
Films and videos.

Computer programmes.

Published editions of works, publisher's typsetting.

Historical events, facts, ideas and information (other than
ofexpressions as set out in the above) do not come under
the provisions ofthe Copyright Act. Inventions and Trade
Names are covered by other acts.

Expressed simply, copyright automatically protects ar
author'swork and gives exclusive right ofcontrol overthe

MOROCCO BOUND May 1993

ear(s) was in the original binding. With regard to the
pagination, p.lxxv is recto but the verso is un-numbered!

4. Further evidence for Worcester lies in the preface

where "the compiler" refers to earlier works:
* Johnson's Dictionary, identified in NUC

as by Worcester,lS2T
* Comprehensive P and E Dictionary,

NUC Worcester, 1830
* Abridgement ofWebster, NUC Worcester, I 829.

All this seems to leave no doubt in my mfurd, but just how
the missing title page read is anyone's guess until a
complete copy of the dictionary can be located. (I solved
the problem by having a friendly calligrapher create one
for me!)

Michael Mathew, with thanks to
Ron Dunlop, Sydney.

use ofthatwork. Copyrightapplies ftomthetime offirst writing
and does not require registratim, publicatim, notice or any

other procedre, ard is free. Copyright is applicable in most
cases intenrationally. However, to obtain the most extensive
intemational protectior, it is advisable to place a copynght
nctice - denoted by the symbol @ with tlrc authcr's name and
fint year of prblication - on all copies ofpublished wuks. For
additional protection, m4jor works may be registered with the

AusralianCopyright Corurcil, motherappopriate organisation.

Contributors of original work to Morocco Bound have
copyright protection but permission must be obtained to
reproduce another author's work. Short excerpts and
passages may be used for criticisms and reviews provided
that acknowledgement is made. Typographical
arrangement, ie. typesetting, of an edition is protected
separately from the works contained therein.

Morocco Bound may not be reproduced wholly or in part
without prior permission of the Editor. However, under
what are term ed 'fair dealing " provisions, part or parts not
exceeding l0% of the whole, may be copied for the
purposes of study or research only and, in accordance with
professional ethics, acknowledgement ofpart(s) should be
made as well as informing the author and editor.

According to the type of material, copyright in most cases,

la-sts from the time the matenal is created until 50 years

12
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Once the leather is partly pared, the thickness can be
measured and the rod adjusted to reduce the gap to achieve
the desired thickness.

'7. Ifvery thin leather is required, it is best to pare to
halfthe thickness first, adjust the cut and pare a second
time. For very fine work, a new blade is recommended.

8. When paring large areas, it is essential that the rod
and blade are absolutely parallel to minimise the ridges
between cuts. These ridges are easily removed with a
knife, a spokeshave or sandpaper.

9. For a bevelled cut, i.e. edge ofcovering leather etc,
set the rod to the required angle in relation to the blade.

10. The fleshings, or suede like waste from paring with
the machine, if strong, can be saved and used for spine
linings and in certarn repair procedures.

Ifyou need to replace a blade during paring, do not rely on
it having the same setting, but again check the gap for
evenness. I find anew blade is prone to cutting excessively
onthe very first cut, so in very finework, I use awaste piece

of leather for the first cut of the new blade.

How thinly can you pare?

This almost needs an essay in itself and should be written
by a scientist. However, my understanding is this. There
is no strength in the very top layer of hide which contains
the hair follicles. If you care to pare leather this finely, you
can handle the lace which results and test its lack of
sffength for yourself. Immediately underneath the hair
follicle layer on a young to middle aged animal is a layer
which contains the collagen cellsand thisis the layerwhere
the strength is found. Old animals have little or no collagen

MOROCCO BOUND
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layer. Beneath this layer, which is the flesh, there is no
strength at all. Therefore, the leather remains relatively
strong until one removes all ofthe collagen layerby paring.

Binders must learn to recogrise these layers when they
pare, whether it be by hand or machine. If you concentrate
on what is happening dwing the cutting, it becomes quite
easy to identiS the layers.

Some general rules are:

Hide from young animals which have not yet developed
long hair follicles can be pared most thinly while retaining
its strength. Stay away from the hides ofold animals; these
hides willbe large withthickhair follicle layersand ifgoat,
will have a well defined grain and little in the way of a
collagen layer.

Beautifully grained goatskin, from older goats, can enhance

a binding and if this your requirement, make sure you are
binding a large book where the leather for the headcaps
does not have to be pared so thinly that you lose the layer
where the sfrength is. I had a tutor once who always told
us to choose female goat skins if looking for marked grain.
This sounds ridiculous but somehow, we got to know the
difference.

Before starting your book, test a small piece of the leather
you would like to use. Pare it and do teax tests at different
thicknesses. It will soonbecome app:rent how thinly or not
it can be pared.

To Pare e Groove

Stick pieces ofadhesive tape cut to the
required width over the rod and pull
leather through in the normal way.

From time to time many of us acquire books which have
pages, illustrations or maps missing. With the right
information, it is possible to replace these by resorting to
libraries and photocopiers, but the task can be almost
impossible when both the spine and the title page of a book
are missing.

I have a penchant for collecting dictionaries, and having
acquired an interesting looking one which had obviously
been rebound once, I was faced with identifuing it without
the benefit of title page or spine. The compiler's preface,

often a useful source, had no name or even initials, and
"Cambndge 1849" could have refened to Cambridge
U.K., or Cambridge near Boston, U.S.A. Even the

supplements yielded no names so I turned to Ron Dunlop,
a retired Professor ofEnglish, for help.

To Ron, the question became "Was God an Englishman?",
but from his notes following, he settled for an American,
Joseph Emerson Worcester.

l. Textual evidence for an American compiler lies in
the section on archaisms, pronunciations and
Americanisms. The various references to "here", "this
country" and "that country" seem to make compari sons

with England.

2. Harvard University is at Cambridge, Mass. close to
Boston, and an association with Harvard would lead to
contacts with English academics as refened to in the

text and index of dictionaries noted in the prefhtory
pages of this dictionary. All of J.E. Webster's
publications came from Boston publishers.

1l
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USING THE JAMES BROCKMAN PARING MACHINE

May 1993

Daphne Dobbyn of the NSll Guiltl of Craft Bookbinders, formerly the Editor of Morocco Bound and teacher of
bookbinding at Primrose Park Paperworks, has contibuted this article which is most useful for those people interested
in binding in leather. The type of paing machine desuibed may be obtainedfrom E C Chapman and Sons, P O Box 25,
Mulgoa NSW 2745, at the cost of $410 plus freight.

This parer is a very simple and easy piece of equipment to
use. While large pieces of leather can be pared, it takes
much practice to achieve a satisfactory result. Those who
are new to the device would be well advised to limit
themselves to panng leather hinges, labels and onlay
leather until they are confident to move on.

The paring mechanism (Figure 1) is supported by a metal
frame; the frame in turn is attached to a wooden base which
is held to the bench by a G clamp. The cuning blade is a
conventional razor blade. This blade must be sharp.

3. Tum the boffom wing-nut B to the left to slide the
rod up or down. Look through the gap between rod and
blade and unscrew the rear wing-nut C and twist the slide
assembly until the rod and blade are parallel. Tighten
wing-nut C.

4. Tum back wing-nut B until the required paring gap
is reached.

5. Feed the leather under the blade (See Figure 2),
flesh side up. Pull the strip of leather from the front across

+
Figure 2

the rod towards the back of the rod, while at the same time
taking the leather from the right side to the left. This is a
diagonal motion away from you.

6. Position the leather for cutting leaving just enough
leather on the nght hand side of the blade to allow your
right hand to gnp the leather. Pull through with the right
hand, taking care to hold the leather down on both sides of
the rod. (See Figure 3). The leather should be pulled

Hold onto rod
with the left
thumb here

*^**%:.
Look through gap
for paring depth

\ Rod

Wingnut C

Wingnut B

Figare I
The machine is best used with soft leather because it is
essential to roll the leather over a rod as the cut is made
(Figure 3). If the leatheris hard, make it supple by folding
the leather, hair side to hair side, and rolling the doubled
over leather between two boards. If one board has a thin
rubber face, itwill grip the leather and facilitate the rolling.
This process as well as softening, brings up the grain.
Leatherwhich is extremely hard can be dampened before
paring. Alum tawed pig can be soaked and pared whilst
wet.

Operating Instructions:

l. Clamp the machine to the bench using a G clamp.

2. Unscrew top wing-nut A (see Figure l) and put in
a double edged razor blade (take a mental note of blade
position or mark with a Texta colour so that you know
which edge haq been used).

Figure 3

through gently with a continuous rather than a jerky
motion. Jerkiness will cause the blade tobite in. When the
end ofthe cut is reached, the leather can be reversed and
the small original hand hold pared. If you have to use
considerable effort to pull the leather through, then your
blade is blunt. Sometimes I get only six cuts from a blade.
Some blades are better than others even when using the
same brand.

Grip here with
the right hand

,\

Leatherpositioned Q'//

ready for paring

10
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CONTRIBUTING TO MOROCCO BOUND

A magazine is only as good as its contents so we welcome any items you think would be of interest to your
fellow readers. Technical articles, long or short, a handy hint, or the full process, are most acceptable but
there are lots of book related subjects to cover as well. Perhaps a book sale or an exhibition or an activity
concerning binders - there is always someone who will be pleased to hear of it. Letters to the Editor would
also be appreciated for publication.

It is an enormous help if articles are typed - preferably double spacing - but we have not yet been defeated

by anyone's hnndwriting, and it is the effort that counts. Morocco Bound is typeset on an IBM machine,

so compatible ASCII format floppy disks are fine, others like Mackintosh may take a little longer. Of course,

we must reserve the right to sub-edit and publish at our discretion and authors should ensure that they own
the copyright or have secured permission to reproduce copynght material. We are in a position to tell you
that dealing with copyrigbt is not too complicated - see the article on Page 12.

Editor.
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